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Introduction
Randomization is a crucial aspect of any statistical tests as 

experimental control1 or to generate null hypotheses.2,3 As such, at 
the core of many simulation experiments, such as Monte Carlo 
simulations, is a random number or sequence generator. For example, 
Monte Carlo simulations were used to study mutagenesis4 and 
probability of obtaining single cells from serial dilutions.5 Random 
nucleotide and amino acid sequences had been used in many studies; 
thus, demonstrating the importance of random sequence generators in 
sequence analyses. For example, 500 thousand randomly generated 
DNA sequences of 50 nucleotides each were used to examine the 
relationship between DNA sequences and gene expressions,6 random 
peptide sequences had been used to study randomly arising secondary 
structures,7 and natural peptides had been shown to have more long‒
disordered regions than randomly generated peptide sequences.8 

Several random sequence generators had been developed over the 
years. Many random nucleotide or amino acid generators provided 
minimal options; such as, fixed length and fixed GC content (http://
www.faculty.ucr.edu/~mmaduro/random.htm), random selection 
from a given sequence (http://www.dave‒reed.com/Nifty/randSeq.
html), and random peptide generation with defined amino acid 
composition to output into FASTA format (https://web.expasy.org/
randseq/). MacStAn9 aims to generate random nucleotide sequences 
for a pre‒defined GC content and dinucleotide composition, allowing 
for maximal base repetitions and user‒defined constant regions. Being 
a desktop application developed for classic Mac OS, MacStAn9 can be 
considered obsolete. RANDNA10 is a Windows desktop application 
developed in Borland Delphi for the generation of fixed length random 
nucleotide or amino acid sequences from a given frequency. Random 
ORF11 is a web tool to generate a random nucleotide sequence with 
a single open reading frame. NullSeq12 is a command‒line random 
sequence generator implemented in Python, which is able to generate 
random nucleotide or amino acid sequences from a given frequency 
or source sequence. Being a command‒line tool that writes the results 
into a FASTA file, NullSeq12 can be easily incorporated into analysis 
pipelines/tools.

Here, a command‒line random sequence generator, 
RANDOMSEQ, is presented. RANDOMSEQ builds upon the 

strengths and weaknesses of existing tools to enable versatile 
generation of random sequences.9,10,12 Firstly, it can generate fixed 
or variable length nucleotide or amino acid sequences. Secondly, 
it accepts a variety of frequencies for sequence generation–source 
sequence, single or n‒length nucleotide / amino acid frequencies. 
Thirdly, generated sequences can be free of user‒defined start or 
stop codons or both. Fourthly, generated sequences can be flanked 
with randomly selected start and stop codons. Lastly, it can generate 
sequences with one or more constant regions within the sequence.

Implementation
RANDOMSEQ is implemented as a command‒line tool using 

Python 3 and Python‒Fire module (https://github.com/google/python‒
fire), which aims to simplify the implementation of command‒line 
interface in Python 3. RANDOMSEQ is licensed under GNU General 
Public License version 3 for academic and non‒commercial use, 
and the source code can be found in Bactome repository (https://
github.com/mauriceling/bactome), allowing RANDOMSEQ to be 
executed in any platforms with Python 3 and Python‒Fire installed. 
A random sequence is generated by concatenating randomly chosen 
atomic sequences from a bag, up to the required length. Random 
selection is performed using Python 3 built‒in secrets module, which 
is designed to be a cryptographically strong pseudo‒random number 
generator13 suitable for security and cryptography. Hence, this process 
is essentially selection with replacement.There are two methods to 
provide the bag of atomic sequences to RANDOMSEQ. The first 
method is to provide a delimited definition string through selection 
option. For example, A,100;T,200;G,300;C,400 defines 100 “A”s, 200 
“T”s, 300 “G”s, and 400 “C”s with the bag of 1,000 atomic sequences. 
This presents the same interface for definitions of nucleotides (DNA, 
RNA, or ambiguous nucleotides) or amino acids frequencies. In 
addition, it does not restrict to mono‒nucleotide or amino acids as 
n‒length atomic sequences; such as, dinucleotides, and tripeptides; 
can be defined. For example, A,200;T,200;G,250;C,250;AT,50;TA,50. 
The second way is to provide a sequence through source_seq 
option, which takes precedence over selection option. For example, 
ATgTCAATggCTTAgCCC will internally generate A,4;T,5;g,4;C,5 
as definition string However, the latter means cannot be used to define 
atomic sequences of more than 1 nucleotide or amino acid. Once the 
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Abstract

Randomly generated sequences are important in many sequence analysis studies as they 
represent null hypotheses. There are several existing tools to generate random sequences but 
each has its own strengths and weaknesses. Building upon the strengths and weaknesses of 
existing tools, a command‒line random sequence generator, RANDOMSEQ, is presented. 
Generation of random sequences is versatile: (a) fixed or variable length nucleotide or 
amino acid sequences can be generated; (b) a variety of frequencies for sequence generation 
is accepted–source sequence, single or n‒length nucleotide / amino acid frequencies; (c) 
generated sequences can be free of user‒defined start or stop codons or both; (d) generated 
sequences can be flanked with randomly selected start and stop codons; and (e) one or more 
constant regions can exist within the sequence.
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atomic sequences had been added into the bag, the bag is shuffled 100 
times using a pseudo‒random number generator based on Mersenne 
twister,14 which produces 53‒bit precision floats and has a period of 
219937-1. For the purpose of generating random nucleotide sequences 
(DNA or RNA sequences), a list of start and stop codons can be 
independently defined as comma‒delimited codons; such as, TTG, 
CTG, ATG as start codons. Options to independently allow or disallow 
the presence of start or stop codons in the generated sequence can be 
provided using start_codons and stop_codons options respectively. In 
addition, this allows the generated sequence to be flanked with either 
a randomly selected start codon at the beginning or stop codon at the 
end or flanking both ends.

Generating random sequences
The general command for generating random sequences is python 

randomseq.py <method> <options> where <method> is one of the 
four methods for generating random sequences; namely, shuffle, FLS 
(fixed length sequence), VLS (variable length sequence), and MS 
(mixed sequence). Each method will have its own set of options. The 
first and the simplest method is shuffle, which takes a sequence and 
returns a shuffled sequence. For example, python randomseq.py shuffle 
–sequence=’GTCCGTAGTCACTAGCTGACTAGTCGATCGA 
TCGATGCTACGATGCATCAGTGCTAGCTGATGCTACGATC 
GATCGATGCTAGCA’ will generate a shuffled sequence, such as 
CTATTTCGAAACTGCCTCGTAAAGATCGACCAGCAGCGA 
AGCGATGGAATGAGCTCTACCTGCGGTTCGCCTTTGTAGT 
TGAGTC. The other 3 methods (FLS, VLS, and MS) have three 
common options. Firstly, each method can generate one or more 
random sequences, defined using n option. Secondly, each of the 
generated sequences can be flanked with start codon at the beginning 
or stop codon at the end or both or no start/stop codons flanking. 
This is specified using cap_start and cap_stop options. Lastly, the 
generated sequences can be presented as raw sequences or in FASTA 
format using fasta option. If true, FASTA format will be generated and 
will additionally take a prefix option for user to define a word or string 
to prefix incremental sequence number in the FASTA description. For 
FLS and VLS, two additional options are common, allow_start and 
allow_stop, which specifies whether start and stop codons can be 
found within the generated sequence respectively.

For FLS, a length option, which specifies the length of sequence to 
generate, must be specified. Putting together, 

python randomseq.py FLS \

‒n=10 \

‒cap_start=True \

‒cap_stop=True \

‒fasta=True \

‒prefix=’Test’ \

‒allow_start=False \

‒allow_stop=False \

‒length=100 \

‒start_codons=’TTG,CTG,ATG’ \

‒stop_codons=’TAA,TAG,TGA’ \

‒selection=A,250;T,250;G,250;C,250 

will generate 10 random sequence of 100 nucleotides each where 
each sequence will have uniform nucleotide distribution, and without 
start and stop codons within the sequence but flanked with a randomly 
selected start and stop codons from the specified list of start and stop 
codons. The output will be FASTA format where the description will 
be “Test_”followed by an incremental number. VLS differs with 
FLS as VLS takes min_length and max_length options to denote the 
minimum and maximum length of the sequence, instead of a length 
option. The length of the generated sequence will be uniformly 
distributed between the minimum and maximum length. Hence, the 
following will generate 10 random sequence of 90 to 110 nucleotides 
with the same specification as FLS above:

python randomseq.py VLS \

‒n=10 \

‒cap_start=True \

‒cap_stop=True \

‒fasta=True \

‒prefix=’Test’ \

‒allow_start=False \

‒allow_stop=False \

‒min_length=90 \

‒max_length=110 \

‒start_codons=’TTG,CTG,ATG’ \

‒stop_codons=’TAA,TAG,TGA’ \

‒selection=A,250;T,250;G,250;C,250

Mixed sequence (MS) method can be seen as a combination of 
FLS and VLS methods with constant regions. As such, it is a versatile 
method to generate any sequences. The specification of sequence 
is done through statement option, which consists of three possible 
definitions; namely, c for constant region, v for variable region, and o 
for operator region. A constant region is given as a string. For example, 
c (GAATTC) defines a constant region of GAATTC. Operator region 
accepts start and stop as parameter; for example, o (start) and o (stop) 
define a start codon and a stop codon respectively. Variable region 
definition takes 6 parameters, which corresponds to the 6 options of 
VLS; namely, min_length, max_length, allow_start, allow_stop, cap_
start, and cap_stop. Hence, the following command

python randomseq.py MS \

‒n=10\

‒cap_start=False\

‒cap_stop=False\

‒fasta=True\

‒prefix=’Test’\

‒start_codons=’TTG,CTG,ATG’\

‒stop_codons=’TAA,TAG,TGA’\

‒selection=A,250;T,250;G,250;C,250 \

‒statement=’v(10,15,False,False,False,False);

O (start);c (gtccg);

V (20,30,False,False,False,False);o(stop)’
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will generate 10 random sequences of (1) a random / variable 
region of 10 to 15 nucleotides without internal start or stop codons, 
followed by (2) a start codon, followed by (3) a gtccg constant region, 
followed by (4) a random/variable region of 20 to 30 nucleotides 
without internal start or stop codons, and ends with (5) a stop codon; 
as visually represented in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Definition of sequence in mixed sequence method.

Conclusion
Random sequences have many applications in molecular biology; 

including, as barcodes,15 experimental controls16 or experimental 
tools17 , and null hypotheses.8 Several studies had been conducted 
using randomly generated sequence and their findings suggest that 
random sequences have biological properties rather than previously 
thought inert sequence Neme et al.18 tested the hypothesis than 
random sequences can be considered inert and unlikely to give rise 
to functional genes. A library of DNA sequences averaging 700 bases 
was generated; of which, 150 bases were random sequences. Cloned 
and examined by Escherichia coli growth assays, it was found that 
up to 25% and 52% of the evaluated clones enhance or inhibit the 
growth rate respectively. This suggests that functional genes may 
arise from random sequences. Recently, Yona et al.19 examined 
the likelihood of functional promoters originating from random 
sequences by replacing wild‒type E. coli lac promoter of 103 bases 
with one of the 40 randomly generated 100 bases DNA sequence, and 
cultured on M9+Lactose plates. Interestingly, 4 random sequences 
(10%) are able to function as promoters, demonstrated by colony 
formation on M9+Lactose plates and a further 23 random sequences 
(57.5%) required only one point mutation to function as promoters. 
Collectively, these studies suggest that random sequences may not be 
inert, which has significant implications in the origins and functional 
evolution of biological properties. These studies also demonstrated 
the importance of a versatile random sequence generator. There are 
several existing tools to generate random sequences but each has its 
own strengths and weaknesses. Here, RANDOMSEQ is presented as 
a versatile command‒line random sequence generator. 
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